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UDI Scan+
Unlock the benefits of UDI to improve
efficiency and patient safety
Unique Device Identifiers (UDI) play a major role in protecting patient safety by enabling complete
traceability of millions of medical devices. Clinicians can check the model number, expiration date
and recall status of an implantable device before a procedure begins. Faulty medical equipment
and implants can be immediately identified and pulled from anywhere in the supply chain. Everyone
touched by the healthcare supply chain benefits from UDI, including manufacturers, distributors,
healthcare facilities, clinicians and patients. But entering the required UDI data into your business
systems can be complicated, time-consuming and error-prone — until now.
Introducing UDI Scan+, a complimentary Zebra DataCapture DNA tool that allows workers to easily
capture and enter UDI information into your applications. A single scan captures it all, virtually
eliminating the chance for human error. With UDI Scan+, your Zebra scanners will enable you to
unlock the benefits of UDI to increase patient safety and better manage implantable devices —
without adding an extra burden to your staff’s workflow. Raise the bar on productivity, accuracy
and patient safety in your facility with UDI Scan+ — only from Zebra.

Whether you are
a medical device
manufacturer
that needs to
comply with
UDI regulations
or a healthcare
facility that can
benefit from UDI
data, UDI Scan+
makes it easy to
configure your
Zebra scanners
to accurately
capture UDI data
and populate
the right fields in
your application
within seconds.
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Seamlessly capture UDI barcoded data
and send it to your application
With UDI Scan+, hospital staff simply scans the
barcode on the medical device packaging upon
receiving inventory and at the point of care.
The UDI barcode data is automatically parsed,
properly formatted and sent in the right order to
the right fields in your Electronic Health Record
(EHR) or other application. No manual data entry
is required — minimizing clinician training and
virtually eliminating the chance for human data
entry errors. Clinicians can instantly ensure
the right patient is about to receive the right
implantable device or treatment with the right
medical device and check up-to-the-minute
recall information. And in the event a device
issue surfaces in the future, you can identify
which patients are impacted and take whatever
actions are required to protect patient safety.

Supports all UDI structures and standards
With three accredited UDI issuing agencies,
capturing UDI information can be challenging —
there could be different UDI formatted barcodes
with different data structures on the medical
devices in your facility. Whether you need to
capture GS1, HIBCC or ICCBBA UDI formatted
barcodes, UDI Scan+ captures them all.*

Point-and-shoot simplicity
A single label can contain UDI formatted
barcodes, as well as other non-UDI formatted 1D
and 2D barcodes. To avoid scanning the wrong

barcode, clinicians typically resort to covering
up all nearby barcodes — a time-consuming
task that reduces productivity and accuracy.
UDI Scan+ works together with Multi-Code
Data Formatting (MDF), another Zebra
DataCapture DNA tool, to streamline the task.
With MDF, your Zebra scanner can capture
multiple barcodes with a single trigger pull —
and transmit them in the precise order your
application needs.

Easily program your Zebra scanner to
capture the right UDI information
Configuring your Zebra scanner is as simple
as 1-2-3 with our user-friendly 123Scan Wizard.
Intuitive enough for first-time users, 123Scan will
walk you through the process of configuring your
scanner to capture the right UDI information in
the precise order your application requires.

Go beyond the barcode
It takes more than hardware to resolve today’s
toughest enterprise challenges. It requires
intelligent software to address the needs of
every stakeholder. That’s why our data capture
devices contain DataCapture DNA, the genetic
code that simplifies the entire Zebra scanning
experience with unrivaled device manageability,
innovative-driven performance that maximizes
workforce productivity, and faster and easier
application development.

UDI Scan+ — unlock the benefits of UDI to improve patient safety, staff efficiency and
inventory management. For more information, please visit www.zebra.com/udi-scan

* GS1 is available now, with planned support for HIBCC and ICCBBA.
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